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Abstract

Universal probabilistic programming systems (PPSs) provide a powerful framework for specifying rich probabilistic models. They further attempt to automate the process of drawing inferences from these models, but doing this successfully is severely hampered by the wide range of non–standard models they can express. As a result, although one can specify complex models in a universal PPS, the provided inference engines often fall far short of what is required. In particular, we show that they produce surprisingly unsatisfactory performance for models where the support varies between executions, often doing no better than importance sampling from the prior. To address this, we introduce a new inference framework: Divide, Conquer, and Combine, which remains efficient for such models, and show how it can be implemented as an automated and generic PPS inference engine. We empirically demonstrate substantial performance improvements over existing approaches on three examples.

1. Introduction

Probabilistic programming systems (PPSs) provide a flexible platform where probabilistic models are specified as programs and inference procedures are performed in an automated manner. Some systems, such as BUGS (Tesauro et al., 2012) and Stan (Carpenter et al., 2017), are primarily designed around the efficient automation of a small number of inference strategies and the convenient expression of models for which these inference strategies are suitable.

Universal PPSs, such as Church (Goodman et al., 2008), Venture (Mansinghka et al., 2014), Anglican (Wood et al., 2014), and Pyro (Bingham et al., 2018), on the other hand, are set up to try and support the widest possible range of models a user might wish to write. Though this means that such systems can be used to write models which would be otherwise difficult to encode, this expressiveness comes at the cost of significantly complicating the automation of inference. In particular, models may contain random variables with mixed types or have varying, or even unbounded, dimensionalities; characteristics which cause significant challenges at the inference stage.

In this paper, we aim to address one of the most challenging model characteristics: variables whose very existence is stochastic, often, though not always, leading to the overall dimensionality of the model varying between realizations. Many practical models possess this characteristic. For example, many models contain a variable controlling an allowed number of states, such as the number of clusters in a mixture model (see Figure 1, Richardson & Green 1997; Nobile & Fearnside 2007), or the number of states in a HMM or change point model (Fox et al., 2008). More generally, many inference problems involve some sort of Bayesian model averaging where the constituent models do not share the exact same set of parameters. Other models are inherently defined on spaces with non-static support, such as probabilistic context free grammars (PCFGs) (Manning et al., 1999), program induction models (Perov & Wood, 2014), kernel or function induction models (Schaechtle et al., 2016; Janz et al., 2016), many Bayesian non-parametric models (Roy et al., 2008; Teh, 2010), and a wide range of simulator–based models (Le et al., 2016; Baydin et al., 2019).

Figure 1. MAP estimate of the means and covariances of a Gaussian mixture model in the cases of $K = 1$ and $K = 2$ clusters. If $K$ is itself random, the model has stochastic support as the parameters of the second cluster, e.g. its mean, only exist when $K = 2$. 2014).
These models can be easily expressed in universal PPSs via branching statements, stochastic loops, or higher-order functions (see e.g. Figure 2). However, performing inference in them is extremely challenging, with the desire of PPSs to automate this inference complicating the problem further.

A number of automated inference engines have been proposed to provide consistent estimates in such settings (Wingate et al., 2011; Wood et al., 2014; Tolpin & Wood, 2015; Ge et al., 2018; Bingham et al., 2018). However, they usually only remain effective for particular subclasses of problems. In particular, we will show that they can severely struggle on even ostensibly simple problems, often doing no better, and potentially even worse, than importance sampling from the prior.

To address these shortfalls, we introduce a completely new framework—Divide, Conquer, and Combine (DCC)—for performing inference in such models. DCC works by dividing the program into separate straight-line sub-programs with fixed support, conquering these separate sub-programs using an inference strategy that exploits the fixed support to remain efficient, and then combining the resulting sub-estimators to an overall approximation of the posterior. The main motivation behind this approach is that the difficulty in applying Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) strategies to such programs lies in the transitioning between variable configurations; within a given configuration efficient inference might still be challenging, but will be far easier than tackling the whole problem directly. Furthermore, this approach also allows us to introduce meta-strategies for allocating resources between sub-programs, thereby explicitly controlling the exploration-exploitation trade-off for the inference process in a manner akin to Rainforth et al. (2018); Lu et al. (2018). To demonstrate its potential utility, we implement a specific realization of our DCC framework as an automated and general-purpose inference engine in the PPS Anglican (Wood et al., 2014), finding that it is able to achieve substantial performance improvements and tackle more challenging models than existing approaches.

To summarize, our key contributions are as follows:

- We highlight shortcomings of existing PPS inference engines in the presence of stochastic support;
- We introduce a new framework, DCC, for performing inference in such problems;
- We implement a specific realization of this DCC framework in the PPS Anglican.

2. Probabilistic Programming

In universal PPSs (Goodman et al., 2008; Mansinghka et al., 2014; Wood et al., 2014; Bingham et al., 2018; Ge et al., 2018), a program may denote a model with varying support: different realizations of a program may lead to different sets of variables being sampled. For example, in Figure 2,
and the associated reference measure is implicitly defined through the executed sample statements. Note that everything here (i.e., \(n_x, n_y, x, y, a_1, a_2, b_1, b_2, \text{ and } \phi\)) is a random variable, but each is deterministically calculable given \(x_1:n_x\) (see §4.3.2 of Rainforth (2017)).

From this, we see that it is sufficient to denote an execution trace (i.e., realization) of an Anglican program by the sequence of the addresses of the encountered sample statements and the corresponding sampled values, namely \([a_1, x]\). For clarity, we refer to the sequence \(a_1:n_x\) as the path of an execution trace and \(x_1:n_x\) as the draws. A program with stochastic support can now be more formally defined as one for which the path \(a_1:n_x\) varies between realizations: different values of the path correspond to different configurations of variables being sampled.

3. Shortcomings of Existing Inference Engines

In general, existing inference engines that can be used for (at least some) problems with stochastic support can be grouped into five categories: importance/rejection sampling, particle based inference algorithms (e.g., SMC, PG, PIMH, PGAS, IPMCMC, RM-SMC, PMMH, SMC²). MCMC approaches with automated proposals (e.g., LMH, RMH), MCMC approaches with user–customized proposals (e.g., RJMCMC), and variational approaches (VI, BBVI). More details on each are provided in Appendix A.

Importance/rejection sampling approaches can straightforwardly be applied in stochastic support settings by using the prior as the proposal, but their performance deteriorates rapidly as the dimensionality increases. Particle–based approaches offer improvements for models with sequential structure (Wood et al., 2014), but become equivalent to importance sampling when this is not the case.

Some variational inference (VI) approaches can, at least in theory, be used in the presence of stochastic support (Bingham et al., 2018; Cusumano-Towner et al., 2019), but this can require substantial problem–specific knowledge to construct a good guide function, requires a host of practical issues to be overcome (Paige, 2016). Chapter 6), and is at odds with PPSs desire for automation. Furthermore, these approaches produce inconsistent estimates and current engines often give highly unsatisfactory practical performance as we will show later. When using such methods, it is common practice to sidestep the complications originating from stochastic support by approximating the model with a simpler one with fixed support. For example, though Pyro ostensibly support running VI in models with stochastic support, their example implementation of

![Figure 3. Kernel density estimation of the synthetic data (black) of the univariate mixture model and the posterior predictive distribution from BBVI (brown) and RMH (green) in Anglican.](https://pyro.ai/examples/dirichlet_process_mixture.html)

3Strictly speaking, the addresses \(a_i\) can be deterministically derived from the sampled values for a given program. However, for our purposes it will be convenient to think about first sampling the path \(a_1:n_x\) and then sampling \(x_1:n_x\) conditioned on this path.
3.1. Why is MCMC so Hard with Stochastic Support?

To run MCMC on a program with stochastic support, one needs to be able to construct a transition kernel that is able to switch between the configurations; many popular MCMC methods, like Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC), cannot be applied. One can either look to construct this transition kernel manually through a carefully chosen user-specified trans-dimensional proposal and then using a reversible jump MCMC (RJMC) scheme (Green, 1995; 2003; Roberts et al., 2019; Cusumano-Towner et al., 2019), or use a general-purpose kernel that works on all models (Wingate et al., 2011; Goodman & Stuhlmueller, 2014).

The predominant approaches for the latter are the single-site MH (a.k.a. LMH) algorithm (Wingate et al., 2011) and its extensions (Yang et al., 2014; Le, 2015; Tolpin et al., 2015; Ritchie et al., 2016b). LMH is based around a Metropolis–within-Gibbs (MwG) approach on the program traces (Brooks et al., 2011), whereby one first samples a variable in the execution trace, $i \in 1 : n_x$, uniformly at random and then proposes a MwG transition to this variable, $x_i \rightarrow x'_i$, followed by an accept/reject step. Anglican’s RMH is a particular case of this LMH approach where the proposal is a mixture of resampling $x_i$ from the prior $f_a(x_i | y_k)$ and a local random walk proposal $p(x'_i | x_i)$.

The problem with LMH approaches is that if the transition of $x_i$ influences the downstream control flow of the program, the downstream draws no longer produce a valid execution trace and so must be redrawn, typically using the prior. This can cause the mixing of the sampler over configurations to become extremely slow; the need to transit between configurations bottlenecks the system.

This problem is also far from specific to the exact transition kernel used by LMH samplers: it is also extremely challenging to hand-craft RJMCMC proposals to be effective. Namely, proposing changes in the configuration introduces new variables that might not be present in the current configuration, such that our proposal for them effectively becomes an importance sampling proposal. Furthermore, the posterior on the other variables may shift substantially when the configurations changes.

In short, one loses a notion of locality: having a sample in a high density region of one configuration typically provides little information about which regions have a high density for another configuration. For example, in a mixture model shown in Figure 1, having a good characterization of $\mu_1 | K = 1$ provides little information about the distribution of $\mu_2 | K = 2$, as shown by the substantial change in their modes, $\mu_2^*$. It is thus extremely difficult to design proposals which maintain a high acceptance rate when proposing a new configuration: once in a high density region of one configuration, it becomes difficult to switch to another configuration. This problem is further compounded by the fact that RJMCMC only estimates the relative mass of each configuration through the relative frequency of transitions, giving a very slow convergence for the overall sampler.

4. Divide, Conquer, and Combine

The challenges for running MCMC methods on programs with stochastic support stem from the difficulty in transitioning between configurations properly. To address this, we now introduce a completely new inference framework for these programs: Divide, Conquer, and Combine (DCC). Unlike most existing inference approaches which directly target the full program density (i.e. (1)), DCC breaks the problem into individual sub-problems with fixed support and tackles them separately. Specifically, it divides the overall program into separate straight-line sub-programs according to their execution paths, conquers each sub-program by running inference locally, and combines the results together to form an overall estimate in a principled manner.

In doing this, DCC transfers the problem of designing an MCMC proposal which both efficiently transitions between paths (i.e. varying configurations) and mixes effectively over the draws on that path, to that of a) performing inference locally over the draws of each given path, and b) learning the relative marginal posterior mass of these paths. This separation brings the benefit that the inference for a given path can typically be performed much more efficiently than when using a global sampler, as it can exploit the fixed support and does not need to deal with changes in the variable configuration. Furthermore, it allows the relative posterior mass to be estimated more reliably than with global MCMC schemes, for which this is estimated implicitly through the relative frequency of the, typically infrequent, transitions.

We now explain the general setup for each component of DCC. Specific strategies for each will be introduced in §6, while an overview of the approach is given in Algorithm 1.

4.1. Divide

The aim of DCC’s divide step is to split the given probabilistic program into its constituent straight-line programs (SLPs), where each SLP is a partition of the overall program corresponding to a particular sequence of sample addresses encountered during execution, i.e. a particular path $a_{1:n_x}$. Each SLP has a fixed support as the set of variables it draws are fixed by the path, i.e. the program draws from the same fixed set of sample statements in the same order.

Introducing some arbitrary indexing for the set of SLPs, we use $A_k$ to denote the path for the $k^{th}$ SLP (i.e. $a_{1:n_x,k} = A_k$ for every possible realization of this SLP). The set of all possible execution paths is now given by $A = \{A_k\}_{k=1}^K$, where $K$ must be countable (but need not be finite). For the
example in Figure 2, this set consists of two paths $A_1 = \{\#l_1, \#l_2\}$ and $A_2 = \{\#l_1, \#l_7, \#l_8\}$, where we use $\#l_j$ to denote the lexical address of the `sample' statement is on the $j$th line. Note that, for a given program, each SLP is uniquely defined by its corresponding path $A_k$; we will sometimes use $A_k$ to denote an SLP.

Dividing a program into its constituent SLPs implicitly partitions the overall target density into disjoint regions, with each part defining a sub-model on the corresponding subspace. The unnormalized density $g_k(x)$ of the SLP $A_k$ is defined with respect to the variables $\{x_i\}_{i=x,k}$ that are paired with the addresses $\alpha_k \in A_k$ (where we have used the notation $n_{x,k}$ to emphasize that this is now fixed). We use $X_k$ to denote its corresponding support. Note that the union of all the $X_k$ is the support of the original program, $X = \bigcup_{k=1}^K X_k$. Analogously to (1), we now have that the density of SLP $k$ is $g_k(x) = \gamma_k(x)/Z_k$ where

$$\gamma_k(x) := \gamma(x)1_{x \in X_k} = \prod_{i=x,k} \sum_{s} f_{A_k[i]}(x_i|\eta_i) \prod_{j} g_{s_j}(y_j|\phi_j), \quad (3)$$

$$Z_k := \int_{x \in X_k} \gamma_k(x) \, dx. \quad (4)$$

Unlike for (1), $n_{x,k}$ and $A_k$ are now, critically, deterministic variables so that the support of the problem is fixed. Though $b_j$ and $n_y$ may still be stochastic, they do not effect the reference measure of the program and so this does not cause a problem when trying to perform MCMC sampling.

Following our example in Figure 2, for $A_1$ we have $x_{1:2} = [z_0, z_1]$, $A_1 = \{x_{1,2} \in \mathbb{R}^2 \mid x_1 < 0\}$, and $\gamma_1(x) = \mathcal{N}(x_1; 0, 2)\mathcal{N}(x_2; -5, 2)\mathcal{N}(y_1; x_2, 2)1_{x_1 < 0}$. For $A_2$, we instead have $x_{1:3} = [z_0, z_2, z_3]$, $A_2 = \{x_{1,2,3} \in \mathbb{R}^3 \mid x_1 \geq 0\}$ and $\gamma_2(x) = \mathcal{N}(x_1; 0, 2)\mathcal{N}(x_2, 2)\mathcal{N}(x_3; x_2, 2)\mathcal{N}(y_1; x_3, 2)1_{x_1 \geq 0}$.

To implement this divide step, we now need a mechanism for establishing the SLPs. This can either be done by trying to extract them all upfront, or by dynamically discovering them as the inference runs, see §6.2.

4.2. Conquer

Given access to the different SLPs produced by the divide step, DCC’s conquer step looks to carry out the local inference for each. Namely, it aims to produce a set of estimates for the individual SLP densities $\pi_k(x)$ and the corresponding marginal likelihoods $Z_k$. As each SLP has a fixed support, this can be achieved with conventional inference approaches, with a large variety of methods potentially suitable. Note that $\pi_k(x)$ and $Z_k$ need not be estimated using the same approach, e.g. we may use an MCMC scheme to estimate $\pi_k(x)$ and then introduce a separate estimator for $Z_k$. One possible estimation strategy is given in §6.1.

#### Algorithm 1 Divide, Conquer, and Combine (DCC)

**Input:** Program `prog`, number of iterations $T$

**Output:** Posterior approx $\hat{\pi}$, ML estimate $\hat{Z}$

1. Obtain initial set of discovered SLPs $\hat{A}$ ▶ §4.1, §6.2
2. Compute initial estimates $\forall A_k \in A$ ▶ §4.2, §6.1
3. for $t = 1, \ldots, T$ do
   4. Choose an SLP $A_k \in \hat{A}$ to update ▶ §6.3
   5. Update local estimates $\hat{\pi}_k$ and $\hat{Z}_k$ ▶ §4.2, §6.1
   6. [Optional] Look for undiscovered SLPs (e.g. using a global proposal), add any found to $\hat{A}$ ▶ §6.2
7. end for
8. Combine local approximations as per (5) ▶ §4.3

An important component in carrying out this conquer step effectively is to note that it is not usually necessary to obtain estimates of equally-high fidelity for all SLPs. Specifically, SLPs with small marginal likelihoods $Z_k$ only make a small contribution to the overall density and thus do not require as accurate estimation as SLPs with large $Z_k$. As such, it will typically be beneficial to carry out resource allocation as part of the conquer step, that is, to generate our estimates in an online manner where at each iteration we use information from previous samples to decide the best SLP(s) to update our estimates for. See §6.3 for one possible such strategy.

4.3. Combine

The role of DCC’s combine step is to amalgamate the local estimates from the individual SLPs to an overall estimate of the distribution for the original program. For this, we can simply note that, because the supports of the individual SLPs are disjoint and their union is the complete program, we have $\gamma(x) = \sum_{k=1}^K g_k(x)$ and $Z = \sum_{k=1}^K Z_k$, such that the unnormalized density and marginal likelihoods are both additive. Consequently, we have

$$\pi(x) = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^K \gamma_k(x)}{\sum_{k=1}^K Z_k} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^K Z_k \pi_k(x)}{\sum_{k=1}^K Z_k} \approx \frac{\sum_{k=1}^K \hat{Z}_k \hat{\pi}_k(x)}{\sum_{k=1}^K \hat{Z}_k} =: \hat{\pi}(x) \quad (5)$$

where $\hat{\pi}_k(x)$ and $\hat{Z}_k$ are the SLP estimates generated during the conquer step. Note that, by proxy, this also produces the overall marginal likelihood estimate $\hat{Z} := \sum_{k=1}^K \hat{Z}_k$.

When using an MCMC sampler for $\pi_k(x)$, $\hat{\pi}_k(x)$ will take the form of an empirical measure comprising of a set of samples, i.e. $\hat{\pi}_k(x) = \frac{1}{N_k} \sum_{m=1}^{N_k} \delta_{x_{k,m}}(x)$. If we use an importance sampling or particle filtering based approach instead, our empirical measure will compose of weighted samples. We note that in this case, the $\hat{Z}_k$ term in the numerator of (5) will cancel with any potential self-normalization term used in $\hat{\pi}_k(x)$, such that we can think of using the estimate $\hat{\pi}(x) \approx (\sum_{k=1}^K \hat{g}_k(x))/(\sum_{k=1}^K \hat{Z}_k)$.
5. Theoretical Correctness

We now demonstrate that the outlined general DCC approach is consistent (as \( T \to \infty \) where \( T \) is the number of iterations) given some simple assumptions about the individual component strategies. At a high level, these assumptions are that the estimators used for each SLP, \( \hat{\pi}_k \) and \( \hat{Z}_k \), are themselves consistent, we use an SLP extraction strategy that will eventually uncover all of the SLPs with finite probability mass, and our resource allocation strategy selects each SLP infinitely often given an infinite number of iterations.

More formally we have the following result:

**Theorem 1.** If Assumptions 1-5 in Appendix C hold, then the empirical measure, \( \hat{\pi} (\cdot) \), produced by DCC converges weakly to the conditional distribution of the program in the limit of large number of iterations \( T \):

\[
\hat{\pi} (\cdot) \xrightarrow{\text{d}} \pi (\cdot) \quad \text{as} \quad T \to \infty.
\]

The proof is provided in Appendix C. We note that it is typically straightforward to ensure that these assumptions hold; the specific approaches we outline next satisfy them.

6. DCC in Anglican

We now outline a particular realization of our DCC framework. It is implemented in Anglican and can be used to run inference automatically for any valid Anglican program. As part of this, we suggest particular strategies for the individual components left unspecified in the last section, but emphasize that these are far from the only possible choices; DCC should be viewed more as a general framework. Additional details including a complete algorithm block are given in the appendices.

6.1. Local Estimators

Recall that the goal for the local inference is to estimate the local target density \( \pi_k (x) \) and the local marginal likelihood \( Z_k \). Straightforward choices include (self-normalized) importance sampling and SMC as both return a marginal likelihood estimate \( \hat{Z}_k \). However, knowing good proposals for these a priori is challenging and, as we discussed in \( \S 3 \), naïve choices are unlikely to perform well.

Thankfully, each SLP has a fixed support, which means many of the complications that make inference challenging for universal PPSs no longer apply. In particular, we can use conventional MCMC samplers—such as MH, HMC, or MwG—to approximate \( \pi_k (x) \). Due to the fact that individual variable types may be unknown or not even fixed, we have elected to use MwG in our implementation, but note that more powerful inference approaches like HMC may be preferable when they can be safely applied. To encourage sample diversity and assist in estimating \( \hat{Z}_k \) (see below), we further run \( N \) independent MwG samplers for each SLP.

As MCMC samplers do not directly provide an estimate for \( Z_k \), we must introduce a further estimator that uses these samples to estimate it. For this, we use PI-MAIS (Martino et al., 2017). Details are given in Appendix D.

6.2. Discovering SLPs

To divide a given model into its constituent sub-models expressed by SLPs, we need a mechanism for discovering them automatically. One possible approach would be to analyze the source code of the program using static analysis techniques (Chaganty et al., 2013; Nori et al., 2014), thereby extracting the set of possible execution paths of the program at compilation time. Though potentially a viable choice in some scenarios, this can be difficult to achieve for all possible programs in a universal PPS. For example, the number of possible paths may be unbounded. We therefore take an alternative approach that discovers SLPs dynamically at run–time as part of the inference. In general, it maintains a set of SLPs encountered so far, and remembers any new SLP discovered by the MCMC proposals at each iteration.

Our approach starts by executing the program forward for \( T_0 \) iterations to generate some sample execution traces from the prior. The paths traversed by these sampled traces are recorded, and our set of SLPs is initialized as that of these recorded paths. At subsequent iterations, after each local inference iteration, we then perform one global MCMC step based on our current sub-model and trace, producing a new trace with path \( A_{k'} \) that may or may not have changed. If \( A_{k'} \) corresponds to an existing SLP, this sample is discarded (other than keeping count of the number of proposed transitions into each SLP). However, if it corresponds to an unseen path, it is added to our set of SLPs as a new sub-model, followed by \( T_w \) MCMC steps restricted to that path to burn-in. The sample of the final step will be stored as initiation for the future local inference on that path.

The key difference between our strategy and running a single global MCMC sampler (e.g. RMH), is that we do not need this new sample to be accepted for the new SLP to be “discovered”. Because, as we explained in \( \S 3 \), making effective proposals into a high–density region of a new configuration is very challenging, it is unlikely that the new trace sample we propose has high density: even if it corresponds to a path with large \( Z_k \), we are unlikely to immediately sample a good set of draws to accompany it. Therefore, the global MCMC sampler is very likely to miss or forget new SLPs since it accepts/rejects movements based on one sample.

DCC, on the other hand, overcomes this problem by first remembering the path information of any newly proposed SLP, and then carrying out a few local warm-up iterations, before deciding whether an SLP is a promising sub-model or not in later exploration. As a result, DCC does not suffer from the reliance on forward sampling as per RMH to
At each iteration, we must choose an SLP from those discovered so far to allocate resources, which will be shown in §7.2. Note that none of IS, RMH, PG, IPMCMC, and BBVI provide such estimate, hence their omission; an additional baseline of drawing importance samples from a proposal centered on an RMH chain was considered instead. [Right] Final estimates for \( \hat{p}(K = 5 \mid y_1:N_y) \) for each of the 15 runs, for the ground truth is roughly 0.9998. In both cases, the ground truth was estimated using a very large number of importance samples with a manually adapted proposal. We see that DCC substantially outperforms the baselines.

6.3. Allocating Resources Between SLPs

At each iteration we must choose an SLP from those discovered to perform local inference on. Though valid, it is not wise to split our computational resources evenly among all SLPs; it is more important to ensure we have accurate estimates for SLPs with large \( Z_k \). Essentially, we have a multi-armed bandit problem where we wish to develop a strategy of choosing SLPs that will lead to the lowest error in our overall final estimate \( \hat{\tau} \). Though it might seem that this is a problem that DCC has introduced, it is actually an inherent underlying problem that must always be solved for models with stochastic support; DCC is simply making the problem explicit. Namely, we do not know up-front which SLPs have significant mass and so any inference method must deal with the computational trade-off involved in figuring this out. Conventional approaches do this in an implicit, and typically highly inefficient, manner. For example, MCMC relies on the relatively frequency of individual transitions between SLPs to allocate resources, which will generally be extremely inefficient for finite budgets.

To address this, we introduce a resource allocation scheme based on an upper confidence bounding (UCB) approach developed in Rainforth et al. (2018). Specifically, we use the existing SLPs estimates to construct a utility function that conveys the relative merit of refining the estimates for each SLP, balancing the need for exploitation, that is improving the estimates for SLPs currently believed to have large relative \( Z_k \), and exploration, that is improving our estimates for SLPs where our uncertainty in \( Z_k \) is large. At each iteration, we then update the estimate for the SLP which has the largest utility, defined as

\[
U_k := \frac{1}{S_k} \left( \frac{(1-\delta)\hat{\tau}_k}{\max_k \{\hat{\tau}_k\}} + \frac{\delta \hat{p}_k}{\max_k \{\hat{p}_k\}} + \frac{\beta \log \sum_k S_k}{\sqrt{S_k}} \right)
\]

where \( S_k \) is the number of times we have previously performed local inference on \( A_k \); \( \hat{\tau}_k \) is the current estimate of the “reward” of \( A_k \), incorporating both how much mass the SLP contains and how efficient our estimates are for it; \( \hat{p}_k \) is a targeted exploration term that helps identify promising SLPs that we are yet to establish good estimates for; \( 0 \leq \delta \leq 1 \) is a hyperparameter controlling the trade-off between these terms; and \( \beta > 0 \) is the standard optimism boost hyperparameter. For more details see Appendix F.

7. Experiments

7.1. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)

We now further investigate the GMM example with an unknown number of clusters introduced in §3. Its program code written in Anglican is provided in Appendix G.1. We compare the performance of DCC against five baselines: importance sampling (from prior) (IS), RMH (Le, 2015), Particle Gibbs (PG) (Andrieu et al., 2010), interacting Particle MCMC (IPMCMC) (Rainforth et al., 2016), and Black-box Variational Inference (BBVI) (Paige, 2016), taking the same computational budget of \( 10^6 \) total samples for each.

We first examine the convergence of the overall marginal likelihood estimate \( \hat{Z} \). Here IS is the only baseline which can be used directly, but we also consider drawing importance samples centered around the RMH chain in a manner akin to PI-MAIS. Figure 4 [Left] shows that DCC outperforms both by many orders of magnitude. The sudden drop in the error for DCC is because the dominant sub-model with \( K = 5 \) is typically discovered after taking around \( 10^4 \) samples. Further investigation of that SLP allows DCC to improve the accuracy of the estimate. DCC has visited 23 to 27 sub-models (out of infinitely many) among all 15 runs.
We next examine the posterior distribution of $K$ and report the estimates of $p(K = 5 \mid y_{1:N_y})$ in Figure 4 [Right]. We see that all methods other than DCC struggle. Here, the accuracy of the posterior of $K$ reflects the accuracy in estimating the relative masses of the different SLPs, i.e. $Z_k$, explicitly or implicitly. The dimension of this model varies between one and infinity and the posterior mass is concentrated in a small sub-region ($K = 5$) with small prior mass. It is therefore challenging for the baselines to either to learn each marginal likelihood simultaneously (e.g. in IS) or to estimate the relative masses implicitly through transitions between configurations using an MCMC sampler. By breaking down the model into sub-problems, DCC is able to overcome these challenges and provide superior posterior estimator for the overall model.

7.2. GMM with Misspecified Prior

To further test the capability of each method to discover SLPs—and to examine the MCMC-esque behavior for DCC in SLP space in particular—we adjust the GMM example above slightly so that $K$ now has a, high misspecified, prior of Poisson(90)+1, keeping everything else the same. The dominant SLP is still $K = 5$ (with around 0.9976 posterior mass), but his now has an extremely low prior probability (around $10^{-14}$). Consequently, finding this dominant SLP is only practically possible if the algorithm exhibits an effective hill climbing behavior in SLP space. We only now compare DCC to RMH on the basis that: a) none of the baselines could deal with simpler case before, such that they will inevitably not be able to deal with this harder problem; and b) RMH is the only baseline where one might expect to see some hill climbing behavior in SLP space.

Figure 5(a) shows the trace plot for the SLP visit history (i.e. sampled $K$ at each iteration) of each method. As we can see in the bottom plot, DCC starts from the SLPs of $K$ around 90, influenced by the prior, and gradually discovers smaller $K$s with higher posterior mass, also exploring large values of $K$ as well. This implies a MCMC-esque hill-climbing behavior guided by our SLP discovery scheme. Moreover, the trace plot also demonstrates the resource allocation within DCC where it gradually spends more computation for SLPs with lower $K$s while still maintaining a degree of exploration. Both factors are essential for the resulting accurate posterior approximation shown in Figure 5(b).

By comparison, RMH gets stuck in its initialized SLP (Figure 5(a) top): for the one run shown it only makes one successful transition to another SLP and never gets anywhere close to region of SLPs with significant mass. Equivalent behavior was experience in all the other runs (not shown). As a result, it does not produce a reasonable posterior estimate as shown Figure 5(b): in fact, it always returns an estimate of exactly 0 as it never discovers this SLP. It is worth noting that the local mixing of RMH between SLPs here is even worse than in the previous example. This is because the larger $K$ at which the sampler is initialized induces a higher dimensional space on program draws, i.e. $\mu_{r, K}$. This is catastrophic for RMH because it is effectively importance sampling when transitioning between SLPs and thus suffers acutely from the curse of dimensionality. DCC, meanwhile, gracefully deals with this because of its ability to remember SLPs that are proposed but not accepted and then subsequently perform effective localized inference that exploits hill–climbing effects in the space of the draws of that SLP.

7.3. Function Induction

Function induction is an important task for automated machine learning (Duvenaud et al., 2013; Kusner et al., 2017). In PPSs, it is typically tackled using a probabilistic context free grammar (PCFG) (Manning et al., 1999). Here we consider such a model where we specify the structure of a candidate function using a PCFG and a distribution over the function parameters, and estimate the posterior of both for given data. Our PCFG consists of four production rules with fixed probabilities: $e \rightarrow \{x \mid x^2 \mid \sin(a+e) \mid a+e+b+e\}$, where $x$ and $x^2$ are terminal symbols, $a$ and $b$ are unknown coefficient parameters, and $e$ is a non-terminal symbol. The model also has prior distributions over each coefficient parameters. See Appendix G.2 for details.

To generate a function from this model, we must sample both a PCFG rollout and the corresponding parameters. Let $\Theta$ be the collection of all the latent variables used in this generative process. That is, $\Theta$ consists of the sequence of the discrete variables recording the choices of the grammar rules and all coefficients in the sampled structure. Conditioned on the training data $D$, we want to infer the posterior distribution $p(\Theta \mid D)$, and calculate the posterior predictive distribution $p(D' \mid D)$ for test data $D' = \{x_n, y_n\}_{n=1}^N$.

In our experiment, we control the number of sub-models by requiring that the model use the PCFG in a restricted way: a sampled function structure should have depth at most 3...
and cannot use the plus rule consecutively. We generate a synthetic dataset of 30 training data points from the function 
\[ f(x) = -x + 2\sin(5x^2) \] and compare the performance of DCC to our baselines on estimating the posterior distribution and the posterior predictive under the same computational budget of $10^6$ samples and 15 independent runs. BBVI is omitted from this experiment due to it failing to run at all.

Figure 6 shows the posterior samples generated by DCC, IS, and RMH for one run, with the training data $D$ marked blue and the test data $D'$ in orange. The DCC samples capture the periodicity of the data and provides accurate extrapolation, while retaining an appropriate degree of uncertainty. This indicates good inference results on both the structure of a function and the coefficients. Though RMH does find some good functions, it becomes stuck in a particular mode and does not fully capture the uncertainty in the model, leading to poor predictive performance.

Table 1 shows the test log posterior predictive density (LPPD), $\sum_{n=1}^{N} \log \int \mathbb{P}(y_n|x_n, \theta)p(\theta|D) d\theta$, of all approaches. DCC substantially outperforms all the baselines both in terms of predictive accuracy and stability. IS, PG, and IPMCMC all produced very poor posterior approximations leading to very low LPPDs. RMH had an LPPD that is closer to DCC, but which is still substantially inferior.

A further issue with RMH was its high variance of the LPPD. This is caused by the model being multi-modal and RMH struggling to move: it gets stuck in a single SLP and fails to capture the uncertainty. Explicitly, 4 sub-models (out of 26) contain most of the probability mass. Two of them are functions of the form used to generate the data, 
\[ f(x) = a_1x + a_2\sin(a_3x^2), \] modulo symmetry of the + operator. The other two have the form \( f(x) = a_1\sin(a_2x) + a_3\sin(a_4x^2) \), which can also match the training data well in the region \((-1.5, 1.5)\) as \( a_1\sin(a_2x) \approx a_1a_2x \) for small values of \( a_2x \). Note that the local distributions are also multi-modal due to various symmetries, for example \( a_1\sin(a_2x^2) \) and \( -a_1\sin(-a_2x^2) \), meaning the local inference task is non-trivial even in low dimensions.

To test the effectiveness of the resource allocation strategy, we further investigate the computational resources spent for each SLP by looking at the convergence of the local marginal likelihood estimates $Z_k$. In Figure 7, the sub-models 15 and 18 correspond to the form $f(x) = a_3x + a_2\sin(a_3x^2)$ and its mirror, which contain the most posterior mass. The sub-models 23 and 24 correspond to $f(x) = a_3\sin(a_2x) + a_3\sin(a_4x^2)$ and are the second largest modes. Figure 7 implies that DCC indeed spends more computational resource on sub-models with high probability mass (as signified by the higher final total cost), while also exploring the other sub-models occasionally.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed Divide, Conquer, and Combine (DCC), a new inference strategy for probabilistic programs with stochastic support. We have shown that, by breaking down the overall inference problem into a number of separate inferences of sub-programs with fixed support, the DCC framework can provide substantial performance improvements over existing approaches which directly target the full program. To realize this potential, we have shown how to implement a particular instance of DCC as an automated engine in the PPS Anglican and shown that this outperforms existing baselines on two example problems.
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